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1. This newsletter is early because we wanted to get out a little information on the fall
equinox.
2. Just a bit on “walking our paths”
3. Hopefully you are reading our blogs… I put out something every day (have committed
((or need to be)) to write a blog every day for a year… the year will be ending in Jan and
I will have to assess if I continue – do folks even read it? Etc….. Loren writes 2 blogs –
once a week… he will do it until he runs out of ideas….
4. 10/10/10 ---- new beginnings
If you remember anything in our August Newsletter… we talked about nothing being the same…
and MAN… has that ever proved to be true!!! Since July, we all have been receiving an increase
in energy boosts – seemingly to help jump-start, re-start, re-energize, (whatever words seem right
to you) us in our new and expanded “human” and “planetary” be-ingness. We have discovered
that we have been anchoring in the energy that will be released to all those ready to receive it
during the days, weeks, months and years to come. It all starts with this coming fall equinox. It
has knocked the wind out of us personally – we know that sooner or later we will settle into our
new-ness – our expanded “us” will settle into all this, but since “nothing is the same”, our old
habits, our old safeguards, our old ways don’t work and we feel at times we don’t have a safety
net. Collectively, we have awakened our codes of light with the DNA while activating all sorts
of stuff. The new is here, but we don’t exactly know what to do with it or how to interact with it.
Our past few years have been about going from carbon based to crystalline based… we are
anchoring in this foundation for the deepening levels of physical morphogenesis, (the shaping of
an organism by embryological processes of differentiation of cells, tissues, and organs and the
development of organ systems according to the genetic “blueprint” of the potential organism and
environmental conditions.- Webster). So what now???

Fall Equinox
The September 22, 2010 Equinox, inaugurates the Grand Opening of the path of THE GREAT
BECOMING! During this full moon a new energy will be released, a time portal of incredible
power and amplitude will be opened, and celestial Equinox alignment, we will be initiated from
the heart of God or Source on the path of The Great Becoming. We welcome the days ahead as
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the mighty force-fields have prepare and train us in how to raise ourselves vibrationally into the
blazing light expression of who we really are.
We are entering into a most amazing phase of our evolutionary process which is especially
accelerated during these next few months and years. For those who have been on this path of
awakening, this Equinox will usher in a brand new messages from the universe with which we
will unfold our greater gifts, miraculous abilities and cloak on brand new garments of radiant
light.
As this new journey begins for our community or collective group, it is like venturing into a new
unknown land. Old rules may not apply in this new arena. This new energy that will be
revealing from within our bodily temples does not, in any way, adhere to the mental constructs
created through the lens of human perception.
We, as Light bearers, are choosing to undergo quantum transfiguration of our human energy
form, and are being asked to step forward on the inner planes in unwavering commitment to this
path of becoming a spiritual presence upon the Earth. From esoteric understanding, this time
upon us can be defined as the “Initiation of the Resurrection.”
The Initiation of Resurrection is taken by the willing, the strong and pure of intention and those
who are ready. Those of us who are prepared KNOW without any doubt that the time has finally
come. We are boldly determined and have the ability to hold steadfast focus upon a most
accelerated and intensified period of training and development. This next journey can be
compared to a Mystery School, only this academia is being played out through the lens of daily
life at hyper light speed.
Never before has this type of ascension been accomplished while retaining a bodily form and
never in such a pace of exponential quickening. We are supported in all of the spontaneous
changes that will be occurring as the time space construct continues to rapidly dissolve from our
human realities.
Through this burst of energy, all life is lifted into the heart of God or Source. This journey is like
being taken through a beautiful diamond colored flame; all life vibrates then to more of a Unity
or Community Consciousness for those who are ready.
As these first-wave humans make transition into the perfected human blueprint, we find that our
greatest strength and stability comes from each other and especially through our connection with
the New Earth crystalline consciousness matrix.
The unity of our universal pulse keeps us focused and aligned while providing the necessary
stabilization to the human electrical system and processes of transfiguration as we journey
deeper into the blueprint of God Perfection.


September 22: Fall Equinox at 9:08 PM MDT. Acknowledge change, what is different,
what is more, what is less, what is new, what is finished, what is starting, what is
completing. This time supports community and being with others that are on the same
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page as you. See this time almost as the beginning of a new year or time frame and set
intentions. Be vigilant and aware of what wants to move and help it along without
judgment. Pay attention to what is happening with your body and support the body in
whatever way you can.


September 23: Harvest Full Moon 3:17 AM MDT. This is a very potent time coming on
the heels of the Fall Equinox. Much of the same as was written for the equinox applies
here as both events are in the same time frame.



September 24-30: A time of allowing what has been shaken up to fall into place where it
will. Step back and allow. Step back and observe. Take action when it is called for but
do not force anything. Everything has been put into motion and you just need to watch
where it moves. The training wheels have come off the bicycle and you are on your own
new. Take a rest if you need it. A deep breath before it starts up again.

Walking our paths
So here we are again with so much information…just one of many sources that pummel you with
“stuff”. So we play a dual role… to give you information and also to (perhaps) give you some
ways to help you on your path. Because so many have a rigid mindset, new ideas are not easy to
accept, but we know that if you are faced with more options, it will give you more choices.
Sometimes the messages are conflicting with your understanding that causes confusion. In these
instances, you will know that we often recommend you go within. When you are told that you
have all knowledge with, it is because on a higher level you are the sum total of everything you
have learned. Your difficulty is distinguishing between your Higher Self and your ego that
controls your daily life. So, do make sure that you make time to find those quiet moments when
you can go within. No one can tell you what to believe… no one has the right to do this… this is
something you “get” to do for yourself.
The way to greater understanding is much easier if you keep an open mind and collect those
sources that are acceptable to you. You may not necessarily agree with everything that comes
from it, but at least set it aside for further reference. As seekers you will surely have already
found that information seems to come to you without you looking for it and supplies the missing
piece that complete the picture. Actually that is how the law of attraction works and proves that
what you focus upon will come to you. It has been established that you are not just your physical
body, which poses the question of why so many folks cannot tune into their Higher Selves. It is
because it exists at a much higher vibrational level that we all normally use. So… we all have
been preparing ourselves by doing all the work, reading, seminars, classes, etc. the past few
years.
So until we are able to know ourselves, we will remain confused… once we truly “know
ourselves” we are set free from the controls (old belief systems) that have kept us seemingly
totally physical.
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Although this ascension “stuff” is an ongoing process… not an event, (remember?), it is not
forced upon anyone. No one will take away your freewill to choose your own pathway. So for
those who are unready or unwilling for this “time”, this ascension… will proceed onto a different
path, to continue their experiences according to their preference. Each of our soul journey(s) is
thought of by many of us - in linear terms, but in reality, all experiences take place in the NOW.
So you can easily switch from one path to another, but only in the same vibrational level. No
souls are lost or destined to remain in the same place, as evolution is a continual process.
So, our advice… is to continue to get to know the real “you”… find the way that works for you.

10/10/10
So 10/10/10 is coming up… 1 is new beginnings… the fall equinox thrusts us into the new…
why don’t we all do a meditation on that day at 10/10/10 10am/pm:10 your time? BRING IN
THE NEW….
Loren and Diane
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